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Two properties of languages which are supports of rational power series are proved: (i) if 
two supports are complementary, then they are regular languages; (ii) the Ehrenfeucht 
conjecture is true for these languages. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~DUO~I~N 
In this paper, we study properties of supports, that is, formal languages that are 
supports of rational power series. We answer affirmatively a conjecture quoted in 
[ 141: if two supports are complementary, then they are regular languages 
(Theorem 3.1). Secondly we solve, for this special class of languages, the Ehrenfeucht 
conjecture (cf. [9]): g iven a language it contains some finite test set (Theorem 4.1). 
Recall that supports were introduced in [ 161, as a natural generalization of regular 
languages. They possess some properties similar to the properties of regular 
languages, such as pumping and closure by usual operations (but not complemen- 
tation). For a survey of these questions, see [14]. The techniques of proof here rely 
on cancellation properties of supports. For Theorem 3.1, we use a characterization of 
regularity, through a cancellation property, as proved by Ehrenfeucht, et al. [5]. For 
Theorem 4.1 we establish a more delicate cancellation property, which allows us to 
prove the Ehrenfeucht conjecture in a similar way as for regular languages. 
We study in this paper rational power series with coefficients in a field and not in a 
semiring as is customary. Actually, it is not reasonable to expect any interesting 
property of supports, when no assumption is made on the semiring of coefficients; 
indeed, a general semiring is a very loose structure. Recall that, in order to obtain a 
basic property such as the pumping lemma for supports, it is necessary to suppose 
that it is a field, as did Jacob [8] ( see also [ 121). As another example, let us mention 
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a result of E. Sontag [ 171, who showed that if a rational power series with coef- 
ficients in a commutative ring has only a finite number of coefficients, then for each 
scalar a, the language of those words having a as coefficient is a regular language; 
this is no longer true for a general semiring (even commutative), as shown by C. 
Choffrut, see [3, p. 2071. Moreover, Sontag showed that for each language, it is 
possible to a find a (noncommutative) ring such that the characteristic series of this 
language is rational, see [ 17, p. 3801. A similar construction shows that there exists a 
noncommutative ring such that for any language, its characteristic series is a rational 
power series over this ring. 
2. RATIONAL POWER SERIES 
Let A be a finite alphabet and k a field. A formal power series is a mapping 
S: A * + k. The image of a word w through S will be denoted (S, w). The series S is 
denoted by the infinite sum 
s= -i- (S, w) w. 
,z * 
The sum of two series S and T is defined by 
(S + T, w) = (S, w) + (T, w). 
The product of a series S by a scalar a E k is defined by 
(as, w) = a(S, w). 
The product of S by T is defined by 
(ST, w) = 2 (S, u)(T, 0). 
UV=W 
With these operations, the set of all formal power series gets a structure of algebra 
over k, denoted by k ((A)). It contains A * and k. 
The support of a series S is the language 
supp(S) = {w E A *, (S, w) # 0). 
A polynomial is a series with finite support. The set of all polynomials, denoted by 
k(A), is a subalgebra of k((A)). 
The star of a series S such that (S, 1) = 0, where 
defined by 
s= c Sk. 
k>O 
This infinite sum is well defined because (S, 1) = 0. 
1 stands for the empty word, is 
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The set of rational power series is the least subalgebra of k{(A)) containing k(A) 
and closed for the star operation. 
A formal power series S is recognizable if there exists an integer n, a monoid 
homomorphism ,U from the free monoid A * into the multiplicative monoid knxn of n- 
by-n matrices over k, a row matrix 1 E k’ Xn and a column matrix y E k”’ ’ such that 
for any word w 
(S, w) = A/Jwy. (2.1) 
By the Kleene-Schiitzenberger theorem, a series is recognizable if and only if it is 
rational. 
In the sequel, we study languages that are supports of some rational power series; 
such a language will simply be called a support, for brevity. For a proof of the above- 
cited theorem and properties of supports, see [7] or [ 151. 
3. COMPLEMENTARY SUPPORTS 
We solve a conjecture quoted in [ 141. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L,, L, be two complementary languages which are supports of 
rational power series. Then they are regular languages. 
Note that the converse is also true, because each regular language L is a support; 
even the characteristic series L of L, 
L’X w 
WEL 
is rational, see, e.g., [ 14, Theorem 2.5.11. Moreover the complementary of a regular 
language is regular. 
To prove the theorem, we use a result of [5]. In this paper a property of languages 
is introduced as follows: a language L has the cancellation property if there exists an 
integer n > 1 such that for any words w, x, u, ,..., u,, y verifying 
there exists i, j, 1 < i <j < n, such that 
In other words, by cancelling Ui ... uj in w, one obtains a word w’ such that w and w’ 
are simultaneously in or out of L. 
The following theorem is due to Ehrenfeucht et al. 
THEOREM. If a language has the cancellation property, then it is regular. 
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In analogy with the cancellation property, we say that a language L has the weak 
cancellation property if there exists an integer n such that for each word w in L such 
that w =xui ... u, y for some words x, U, ,..., u, , y, there exists i, j, 1 < i <j < n, such 
that XU, **a Ui_lU,+l ... U, y is in L (the weak property is obtained from the strong 
one by replacing * with =+- ). 
Note that if this property holds for n, then it holds also for any n’ > n. 
COROLLARY. Let L,, L, be two complementary languages. If they both have the 
weak cancellation property, then they are regular. 
Proof. By the theorem of Ehrenfeucht et al., it suffices to show that L, has the 
cancellation property. Let n be such that both L, and L, have the weak cancellation 
property for n (see the previous remark). Let w = xu 1 .a- u, y be some word. Deline i, 
j, 1 (i<j<n, by: 
If w E L, let i, j be such that xu, .ea ui_iui+i ... U, EL, (weak property for L,). 
If w E L, let i, j be such that XU, ... ui_,uj+, .*a u,E L, (weak property for L2). 
Thus w E L, implies xu, e+. ui_iuj+i ... u,EL,,andw&L,implieswEL,hence 
xU, ***zJ_~U~+~ **a u,yEL,, hence w~SL,. Thus wEL,+xU, -*. Ui_lUj+, a-* 
u, E L, and L, has the cancellation property. i 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By the corollary, it suffices to show that each support has 
the weak cancellation property. Let L = supp(S) where S is defined by (2.1). Let 
w = XU, ..a U, y E L. The vectors 
/l/lx, Apxu * ) Apxu, u, )...) lpxu , - * * U” 
belong to the n-dimensional space k’ ’ “. 
Moreover @x # 0, otherwise (S, w) = &U xc1 U, ... u,, y = 0 and w 65 supp(S). 
Hence there exists j, 1 <j < n, such that @ XU, *** Uj is a linear combination of 
&X,...,&lXl$ *a* uj_l: 
with a, in k. 
Multiplying on the right by pUj+ i ..a u, yy we obtain 
(S, w)= 2 a,(S,xu, .a. 24_iz~~+~ a*. 24, y). 
IGiG 
Because (S, w) # 0, there exists some i, 1 < i <j, such that (S, xUi .=a u~_~u~+ 1 .a. 
u,y)#O. Hence xul . ..ui_.uj+, +.. u, y E L and L has the weak cancellation 
property. 1 
Remark. A quite similar proof shows that if A * = L 1 U -a. U L, is a partition of 
A * into a finite number of supports, then they are all regular. 
Theorem 3.1 leaves open the following conjecture. 
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Conjecture. Let L 1, L, be two disjoint supports. Then there exist disjoint regular 
languages K,, K, such that L, c K,, L, c K,. Note that a positive answer would 
imply Theorem 3.1. This conjecture is true for languages over a one-letter alphabet: if 
char (k) = 0, it is a trivial consequence of the theorem of Skolem-Mahler-Lech, see 
[lo], and if char(k) # 0, it is proved in [ 131. 
4. ON THE EHRENFEUCHT CONJECTURE 
The following conjecture is due to Ehrenfeucht, see [9]: 
Let L c A * be a language. Then there exists a finite subset K of L such that for 
any alphabet B and any homomoprhisms f, g: A * + B*, the condition f ] K = gl K 
impliesf]L =glL. 
In other words, to test whether two homomorphisms coincide on L it is enough to 
do the test on some finite subset of L (depending only on L). This conjecture was 
proved in the case where L is context-free [ 11, or when A has only two letters [5] or 
]61. 
THEOREM 4.1. The Ehrenfeucht conjecture is true for supports. 
As the proof will show, the finite test set may effectively be constructed. We need a 
lemma, which proves a kind of cancellation property. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let L be a support. Then there exists an integer N such that each 
word w in L, of length at least N, admits a factorization w = xuyvz, such that u, 
v # 1 and xyvz, xuyz, xyz E L. 
ProoJ Let L = supp(S) where S is defined by (2.1). Let N = n4. Let w EL, of 
length at least 2N. Then w may be written 
w = a, ... a,sb, ... b, 
for some letters a,,..., a,, b 1,..., b, and some word s. Consider in the n4-dimensional 
vector space klXn @ knX1 @ klX” 0 k”” the n4 + 1 vectors 
&a, . ..a.~~b,...b,yO~~a,...a,O~lb,...b,y. 
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Because w E &, Jpwy # 0, hence the first vector is nonzero. Thus, there exists some j, 
1 <j < N, such that one has the linear dependence relation 
where (xi E k and where the square means the tensor square. Let y’ E knx ‘, 1’ E k’ Xn 
and ME k”‘“. Then the mapping 
klX”~k”X’~klX”~k”X1~k 
v, @ 212 @ vj @ Vd k) 21, y’ * A’v* * h,Mv,y 
is linear. Put y’=pa,+, . ..a.sb,..-b,y, IZ-‘=+a, . ..a.sb,... bj+,, M=,uaj+, . . . 
a,sb, -.. bj+l. 
Apply this mapping to the above relation, obtaining 
(S, w)” = c a,(S,a, ..- a,_,uj+i ... a,sb,--- b,) 
I<iCi 
. (&a, ... a,sb, ... bj+,bi_, a-- b,) 
. (&a, +.. ai_laj+l a.. a,sb, . . . bj+lbi_, .a. b,). 
From this relation and (S, w) # 0 we deduce that there exists i, 1 Q i <j, such that 
the ith term of the above sum is nonzero. Let x = a, . . . u,_~, u = a, . . . uj, 
Y=Uj+l...a,sb,..‘bj+l, V=bj-**bi, z=bi_l--.b,. Then we obtain:xyvz,xuyz, 
xyzEL. I 
Proof of the Theorem. Let L c A* be a support and N the integer of the lemma. 
Let 
K={wEL,Iwl<N}. 
K is a finite subset of L. Let f, g be two homomorphisms A * -+ B * such that f 1 K = 
g[K. We show by induction on 1 w 1, that for each w E L, f (w) = g(w). 
This is surely true if 1 w 1 < N. Let I w I > N: then, by the lemma, w = xuyvz for some 
words U, v # 1, x, y, z such that XJJVZ, xuyz, xyz E L. By induction f and g coincide 
on these three words. Let F(A) (resp. F(B)) be the free group generated by A (resp. 
B). Then f and g extend uniquely to homomorphisms f; 2: F(A) + F(B). Because 
w = XUJJVZ = xuyz (xvz)- ’ xyvz, w belongs to the subgroup generated by xyz, xuyz, 
and xyvz. Hence&w) = g(w), which implies f (w) = g(w). 1 
Remark. If L is a regular language, it is easy to show that there exists an integer 
N such that each word w in L of length at least N admits a factorization w = xuvz 
such that xz, xvz, xuz E L. This raises the question of whether this property is also 
true for supports. 
Other open questions concerning supports are the following: (i) If L is the support 
of a rational power series over I?, is L also a support of a rational power series over 
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Q? (question raised in [ 141). (ii) Is it possible to characterize bounded supports, in a 
way similar to the characterization of bounded regular or context-free languages, as 
proved in [2,1 l]? 
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